travel
northeastern tasmania

“Taking guests onto country is a way of
engendering understanding, not to be
grateful, but to be appreciative.”

Wandering wukalina
wukalina walk, situated in northeastern Tasmania, is Australia’s longest Aboriginalowned and -operated multi-day guided walk. On the trail, Aboriginal guides share
lessons of life on country learned over 60,000 years.
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leading us over 33 kilometres of national
park and reserve land from Mount
William/wukalina to Eddystone Point in
the uncommonly beautiful area known as
the Bay of Fires (larapuna).

wukalina walk
The wukalina walk is one of Australia’s
rare Aboriginal-owned and -operated
multi-day guided walks.
Mansell expains “Taking guests
onto country is a way of engendering
understanding, not to be grateful, but to
be appreciative."
It’s impossible not to be appreciative
when the visible evidence of Australia’s first
inhabitants appears from the beginning of
the journey at Stumpys Bay, a two-anda-half-hour drive from Launceston.
A short scramble up Mount William —
a 215-metre mound at the centre of Mount
William National Park — leads to a granite
outcrop where indents carved into rock
were once used as firepits.
“The fires were a way of messaging
the comings and goings of people from
the islands,” says 26-year-old guide Jacob
Holbrook, who traces his lineage back
to Manalagenna, the revered Indigenous

warrior. It was the English captain Tobias
Furneaux who observed the campfires
burning along Tasmania’s northeast coast in
1773 and so named the area Bay of Fires.
A jagged coastline way below stretches
horizontally to infinity and the Furneaux
Islands appear as lumpy land masses on
a hazy horizon. The documented ancestral
line of the palawa community extends
back to the Aboriginal women taken by
sealers to these islands in Bass Strait in
the early 1800s, but extends further back
by thousands of generations.
“That’s my homeland,” says Aboriginal
guide Carleeta Thomas, proudly pointing to
soft peaks that are floating like meringues
on Bass Strait. “I was the last baby to be
born out there on Cape Barren Island
(truwana). That was 18 years ago.”
We snake back down the mountain
onto the flatlands that skirt sea along an
unmarked trail that leads into an oasis of
twisting coastal banksia and grass trees.

krakani lumi
A group of Aboriginal elders and trainee
rangers travelled for kilometres to this
promised land of wattle and melaleuca,
crossing beaches and freshwater lagoons,
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here are many things to discuss
at the end of a long hike over
northeastern Tasmania, but our
group of 10 urban trekkers is
seated in a circle of reflective silence.
Clyde Mansell, one of the Aboriginal
visionaries behind the wukalina walk, is
telling a story.
It’s the story of his people — the
traditional custodians of the land over
which we have roamed for four days —
and the decades-long campaign to create
the first Tasmanian tourism venture
initiated by the Aboriginal community.
“The creation story has been handed
down for thousands of years, but anybody
who knows Tasmanian history knows
that our ancestors were removed from
country,” Mansell says.
“It took about 27 years for a cultural
structure that had existed on country for
at least 60,000 years to be removed by
the Europeans, but it didn’t mean that
the understanding or belief systems were
destroyed. They were not. It’s the stories
of the Tasmanian Aboriginal people — the
palawa — that make us who we are today.”
Two fledgling Aboriginal guides have
helped provide insight into this identity by
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Opposite page: The lighthouse precinct at larapuna; a special place
for the palawa people
Top: A boardwalk leads from the standing camp (krakani lumi) out
into the coastal heathland
Above centre: Aboriginal guide Jacob Holbrook with guests looking
across the Bay of Fires
Directly above: Meet Frederique, larapuna's resident wombat
Left: Guests walking into camp along the dense trail from Mt
William/wukalina
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Far left: High rolling
dunes along the Bay
of Fires (seen from
larapuna)
Above: Auxiliary light
at Eddystone Point
Left: Items used in
a shared cultural
activity session
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passes quickly and soon there are mutton
birds splayed above the flames for dinner.
Rest comes easily in the six black
sleeping cubes scattered down a boardwalk
amid a natural sculpture garden of coastal
wattle. The dwellings seem to belong to
the landscape. They were built off-site in
Devonport and delivered by helicopter to
minimise the impact on a fragile terrain.
Each is oriented to maximise exposure to
summer or winter sun and makes use of
existing vegetation for privacy.
Inside the sleeping boxes, under redstained shingled domes, there are crisp
sheets and wallaby skin throws. Room
service comes in the form of an ocean
murmur and moonlight, meshed for
maximum comfort. Small hollows have
been made within the wall cavities to allow
occupation by endemic birdlife or other
little critters, but it’s serenely quiet.

Native bush tucker
The second day is reserved for an
exploratory beach walk through more
layers of history. Our guides talk of
the animal bones and brittle shells,
baked almost to dust, reminders of
dispossession but of resourcefulness
and resilience too.

Eddystone Point Lighthouse
The third day is the longest walk, 17
kilometres to Eddystone Point Lighthouse,
with the wind belting into our faces. There’s
a thunderous surf as we stride out on
a crystal day, along white beaches rimmed
by azure sea, past grey granite boulders
smeared in orange lichen, skirting middens
and high dunes. We are introduced to the
succulent and lightly salty “sea spinach”
that grows in profusion behind the rocks.
You cannot walk this trail and remain
ignorant about nature and wildlife. When
former Greens senator Bob Brown strode
against a brisk southerly breeze along this
part of the track, he noted the black swans
that had settled safely out at sea, and the
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before finding an appropriate open
hunting ground behind the dunes.
The standing camp, krakani lumi, is
our place of rest for two nights. It’s the
triumphant centrepiece of the wukalina
walk, the place where historical research
and architectural artistry by Taylor + Hinds
Architects of Hobart have come together
to set a new benchmark, blending the
ideal into the built form.
Our initiation into the spiritual
landscape begins immediately upon entry
into the huge blackwood-lined cathedrallike dome that replicates the traditional
bark-shingled shelters of the palawa.
It’s an architectural award-winner that
epitomises the rekindling of culture on
country with respect and sensitivity.
On the inside, looking upwards, it’s like
a big empty red seedpod. On the outside,
the building is clad in black charred
Tasmanian timber, merging as a shadow
into the dense banksia and coastal heath.
There are plenty more stories to be told
around the central inset firepit out front as
this is the meeting place for all camp activity.
A sudden rain shower sends water sizzling
into the pit and a smoking veil floats over
the early evening damp. It’s like a smoking
ceremony to welcome us to country, but it

Top: Aboriginal elders Clyde Mansell and
Audrey Frost talking to guests around the
fire pit
Top right: Guest accommodation: the
meticulously renovated Lighthouse Keepers
Cottage at Eddystone Point (larapuna)
Above: Domed sleeping hut with wallaby
skin throws at krakani lumi
Above right: Working with shells to make
necklaces

This landscape is a living museum that
provides continual revelation: strangely
shaped shark eggs and rubbery bull kelp.
Shell middens, partly submerged in the
sand, are piled high with discarded seafood
dinners; along the way, native bush tucker
knowledge shows how to deal with thirst,
hunger, in sickness and in health. Thomas
talks about warrina turban shellfish and
reveals a small collection of stone tools
designed to scoop out the chewy but highly
nutritious snail meat after roasting.
Our time at base camp allows time for
absorption and creation. Thomas shows
how to make baskets with kelp, fur, shells
and beach bric-a-brac before it is time
to move again. “I like this way of staying
before going,” I say. “It’s the way the old
fellas would have done it,” she responds.
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There’s a thunderous surf as we stride out on a crystal
day, along white quartz beaches rimmed by azure sea,
past grey granite boulders smeared in orange lichen,
skirting middens and high dunes.

pied oystercatchers screeching as they ran
comically in front of walkers to distract
them from nests in the sand.
“By a combination of this subterfuge
and superb camouflage … these ancient
beach dwellers have thrived since the
first humans arrived, but not now,” Brown
wrote in The Guardian. “Under the impact
of introduced dogs, cats and off-road
vehicles on many Australian beaches,
their numbers are in serious decline. One
million native Australian birds go down the
throats of feral cats each day.”
The fragility of our natural world is
a continual point of conversation over
days of walking, and especially after
hot showers on our final night, at the
lighthouse keeper’s cottage.
This is a meticulously renovated world
of white-walled comfort, with Aboriginal
chef Sarah’s wallaby lasagne for dinner,
followed by Aunty Sharon’s scrumptious
apple crumble and cream.
The next morning, Thomas leads us
up the cast-iron spiral staircase onto

the viewing platform at the top of the
lighthouse, a 35-metre-high granite
edifice erected 130 years ago (on another
important midden site) to keep mariners
clear of Eddystone Point.
We look outwards to all points of the
compass with a strong sea breeze.
A wallaby grazes along the curtilage of the
lighthouse keeper’s cottage and school
kids picnic on the grass beneath our feet.
wukalina rises like a rounded breast in the

far distance, the day shines, and there’s
a siren call from the sea to stay.
Mansell’s words come again to mind.
“The morning sun is very important to give
life and energy. It makes you feel revived.”
The wukalina walk and its path connecting
us closer to country have refreshed and
reinvigorated us all.
Anabel Dean is a Sydney freelance journalist.
Her work appears in leading publications in
Australia and abroad. anabeldean.com

wukalina walk
The wukalina walk (a project of the
Aboriginal Land Council of Tasmania)
is designed, owned and operated by the
Aboriginal community.

The purpose
The purpose of the walk is to deliver a cultural
experience that deepens understanding
of palawa culture and community, while
showcasing the natural beauty of the
wukalina and Bay of Fires/larapuna areas.

Why it is considered
groundbreaking
The project is considered to be
groundbreaking because it provides an
opportunity, for the first time, for the palawa
people to tell their story on their own land
and in their own time. The walk provides
invitation-only access to a cultural homeland
within a national park and a lighthouse
precinct that sits on Aboriginal-held land.

Culture and language
The palawa people are said to be the only
group of humans to evolve in isolation for
over 10,000 years. Their culture and language
is distinctively different from mainland
Aboriginal cultures, both in traditional times
and since European occupation. Modernday palawa culture is most strongly tied to
this northeastern part of Tasmania which
incorporates the Furneaux Islands.

More information
The wukalina walk, with a maximum of
10 guests, departs from Launceston each
Sunday from late September to the end of
April. Twin share per person $2495. The
price includes pickup and return from a
designated collection and return point in
Launceston, twin share accommodation for
three nights, all meals and snacks, national
park passes and two qualified guides.
wukalinawalk.com.au
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